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File Case Converter Free Download is a small software application whose purpose is to help you modify the filenames of
multiple items by adjusting the letter case. Drop it on pen drives The portability status of the program allows you to gain access

to the GUI by running the executable file. You do not have to go through an installation process. In addition, you can run the
tool without administrative privileges. Your Windows registry does not get bloated with extra entries so you can get rid of it by

deleting the files that you have downloaded from the Internet. You may also store the utility on pen drives or other portable
devices so you can have it with you all the time. Simplistic looks File Case Converter Crack Mac sports a clutter-free and

intuitive environment that gathers all configuration settings into a single window. A help manual is not included in the package.
However, you can quickly get an idea about how the make the most out of the program’s dedicated parameters because they
look easy to work with. Files can be imported in the main window using only the built-in browse button (the drag-and-drop

support is not implemented). File renaming options The application offers you the possibility to process all files stored in a user-
defined directory. You only need to specify the preferred folder. In addition, you are allowed to manually build up a list with
individual files that you want to process. What’s more, File Case Converter Crack Free Download lets you remove items from
the list and choose between lowercase and uppercase renaming mode. There’s no support for a preview mode. The adjustments
are applied directly to the source files. At the end of the renaming process the utility reveals a log with the altered filenames.

Tests have pointed out that File Case Converter is speedy and carries out tasks without errors. It is not a resource hog so you do
not have to worry that it hampers the overall performance of the computer. File Case Converter - Programming... File Case

Converter - Utilities... File Case Converter - Educational... File Case Converter - Desktop Enhancements... File Case Converter
- Desktop Enhancements... File Case Converter - Utilities... The Software File Case Converter is a small software application

whose purpose is to help you modify the filenames of multiple items by adjusting the letter case. Drop it on pen drives

File Case Converter Crack (LifeTime) Activation Code X64

The easy-to-use utility enables you to modify the letter case of all files in a folder. Essential options and extras For starters, the
tool has a total of eight renaming modes that include lowercase and uppercase modifications. Speed is the ultimate objective.

File Case Converter is able to rename files in just a few seconds. The settings are applied directly to the source files.
FileCaseConverterPro FileCaseConverterPro is a comprehensive utility that includes a powerful batch file renaming support as

well as customizable processing parameters. It is designed to allow users to set or restore case settings for all selected files.
FileCaseConverterPro Description: The file renaming utility enables you to change the upper-case/lower-case settings for

selected files or folders. Essential options and extras This is a tiny tool that allows users to convert the case of selected files at
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once, including the extension. The option is available for all Windows platforms and is not restricted to a specific version of the
operating system. This tool is designed to provide complete control over the file renaming process. It offers you the ability to
select the platform on which you want the tool to run. What’s more, you can also specify the extension in which you want to

process the files. The program is equipped with several settings that can be adjusted by hand. The intended destination for the
altered files and folders is also an important consideration. In addition, you can opt to use the built-in filter option so you can
rest assured that the output of your endeavor is effective and desired. The app also lets you import all items in the folder you

have chosen and apply whatever adjustments you require. In addition, the app can be run for any user with administrative
privileges. It takes only a few seconds to carry out the renaming process. This is a user-friendly tool that allows you to perform
file conversions quickly. More than just a converter This utility is equipped with a comprehensive list of features for helping

you perform a complete conversion. For starters, you can adjust the extension to the desired case setting. The option is available
for all Windows platforms and it doesn’t require any additional software. You also get the option to use the built-in batch file
renaming mode. A further useful addition is the preview function. This option is not present in many tools. You can access it

with FileCase 09e8f5149f
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File Case Converter

File Case Converter can be described as an application of convenience and efficiency. It helps users convert all item names to
case-insensitive with just a couple of mouse clicks. The utility lets the user easily switch the case of files stored in his directory.
A standalone application, it is not required as part of an integrated program suite. The utility is compatible with all Windows
operating systems and quickly and efficiently converts case of all items stored in a user-defined directory. File Case Converter
is a small application with a lot of features for enhancing the file name. It is great for individuals and professional who want to
rename their files using PowerShell command line or batch command. File Case Converter Key Features: Select one or more
items from a list of files Copy the content of the directory to the clipboard There are a lot of files in the directory, you can
easily manage them and quickly copy them to the clipboard for the rename process. Moves text to the right position Drag-and-
drop support. You can move the text anywhere you want by using only mouse. Change the position of the current letter You can
replace uppercase with lowercase or vice versa to get a desirable filename. Insert the date and time You can add additional
details to your files with just a few mouse clicks. User-defined folders The application offers users a folder specific for
renaming files with the ability to rename items of all kinds. Original file is renamed The utility analyzes the file and verifies that
its name can be changed. Duplicates are automatically sorted out The utility sorts out all the duplicated files before renaming.
Removes exact matches You can eliminate any duplicate files from the start. File Case Converter Alternatives: If you have
multiple text files and want to make sure that the letters are in the right order, then File Case Converter is what you need. On
top of that, its features make it ideal for professional users. If you do not need special advanced features and are only concerned
with enhancing filenames of a particular type of files, then you can use Inno Setup Uninstaller for managing just that. Writer
The image can be used anywhere and saved as a variety of file types such as TIFF, GIF, BMP, JPEG, PNG, etc. Resize image
size Resize image size  File Case Converter File Case Converter is a small software application

What's New In?

• File Case Converter is a small software application whose purpose is to help you modify the filenames of multiple items by
adjusting the letter case. • Drop it on pen drives • The portability status of the program allows you to gain access to the GUI by
running the executable file. You do not have to go through an installation process. In addition, you can run the tool without
administrative privileges. • Your Windows registry does not get bloated with extra entries so you can get rid of it by deleting the
files that you have downloaded from the Internet. You may also store the utility on pen drives or other portable devices so you
can have it with you all the time. • Simplistic looks • File Case Converter sports a clutter-free and intuitive environment that
gathers all configuration settings into a single window. A help manual is not included in the package. However, you can quickly
get an idea about how the make the most out of the program’s dedicated parameters because they look easy to work with. • Files
can be imported in the main window using only the built-in browse button (the drag-and-drop support is not implemented). •
File renaming options • The application offers you the possibility to process all files stored in a user-defined directory. You only
need to specify the preferred folder. In addition, you are allowed to manually build up a list with individual files that you want
to process. • What’s more, File Case Converter lets you remove items from the list and choose between lowercase and uppercase
renaming mode. There’s no support for a preview mode. The adjustments are applied directly to the source files. At the end of
the renaming process the utility reveals a log with the altered filenames. • Tests have pointed out that File Case Converter is
speedy and carries out tasks without errors. It is not a resource hog so you do not have to worry that it hampers the overall
performance of the computer. Price: Free File Size: 4.72 MB Author: admin File Case Converter User interface: 4.00 Is File
Case Converter worth the money? File Case Converter is certainly a tiny utility, with small interface and simple approach to
work. It doesn’t pack an impressive set of features but it is pretty handy and can satisfy different requirements. Our test results
indicate that File Case Converter doesn’t cause that much problem to the system
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System Requirements:

Since this game features a custom engine built from the ground up, it requires the latest graphics card drivers and DirectX to run
properly. The minimum requirements are listed below. OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo / AMD
Phenom X3 Memory: 1 GB Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 6800GT or ATI X1600 DirectX: 9.0c Hard Drive: 2 GB * NOTE: 32-bit
will run in a 64-bit OS, but only to 32-bit programs and
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